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ABSTRACT
Neural regeneration was once considered to be impossible, especially in the central nervous system
where neural regeneration comprise the generation of
new neurons, glia, axons, myelin, and synapses. Until
recently, neural stem cells/neural progenitor cells
(NSCs/NPCs) were identified from various areas of
brain and brought hopes to the neural repair and regeneration. Tissue engineering has revolutionized the
current neural regeneration technology and it has
become a pioneering interdisciplinary field in the areas of biomedical research. Polyhydoxyalkanoate
(PHA) as one of biodegradable material has been
successfully used as tissue engineering materials. It
has also been applied in nerve tissue engineering due
to the high biocompatibility and low cytotoxicity.
Over the past 10 years, different kinds of modification strategies have been undertaken to improve the
properties of PHA to fit the requirements from various fields. Several members of PHA family have been
attempted for neural regeneration. This article reviewed the recent modification strategies for improving the properties of PHA and highlighted the pioneer
applications in neural regeneration.
Keywords: PHA; Modification; Neural Regeneration;
Nerve Tissue Engineering

1. INTRODUCTION
Neural regeneration is a very complex bioprocess, and it
was considered to be impossible. Neural regeneration
differs between the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and
the central nervous system (CNS) by the functional
*
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mechanisms and especially the extent and speed. The
lack of regenerative properties of the mammalian CNS,
especially in the spinal cord, may be attributable to a
combination of factors, including the inhibitory character
of CNS myelin and injury-induced glial scars, the apparent inability of endogenous adult cells to induce de novo
neurogenesis upon injury [1] and the lack of sufficient
trophic support [2]. Although introducing an appropriate
environment into the injured site via applying neurotrophic factors and fetal material transplantation could be
effective, shortage of donors and growing ethical problems precluded the practical clinical application of this
approach [3-5]. Until recently, as a result of remarkable
advances in neuroscience, NSCs and NPCs were identified and used as a feasible transplant material. NSCs/
NPCs are self-renewable and multipotent cells that could
give rise to both neuron and glia [6]. Therefore, NSCs/
NPCs transplantation has been considered as a high
promising strategy to improve neural regeneration [7-11].
However, inadequate number of NSCs survived in situ of
injury has embarrassed the application of NSCs therapy
in a certain level [8-10].
A newly emerging field, tissue engineering has been
considered as a means to facilitate neural repair. Various
kinds of biomaterials have been explored to act as supporting materials in nerve tissue engineering, and shown
their superiorities [11-13]. PHAs have been demonstrated to be a family of biodegradable polyesters with
good biodegradability and noncytotoxicity, and therefore
they have been developed as bio-implantable materials
for many medical applications [14]. However, some obstacles, such as the surface hydrophobicity, have hindered the extensive usage of PHA in medical applications. During the past 10 years, many efforts have been
made to modify the surface of PHA in order to improve
biocompatibility, enhance cell adhesion and extracellular
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matrix protein distribution. Those physical, chemical and
biological strategies towards PHA modification could
also be used to develop suitable PHA scaffold for repairing neural injury which will be discussed in the following sections.

2. PHA FAMILY MEMBERS FOR TISSUE
ENGINEER APPLICATION
PHAs are a family of biodegradable polyesters synthesized by bacteria as intracellular carbon and energystorage compounds. More than 150 kinds of PHAs consisting of various co-monomers have been reported [15].
However, only few of them have been considered for
commercial production, such as poly (3-hydroxybutyrate)
(PHB), poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyhexanoate)
(PHBHHx) and poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxy-valerate) (PHBV). PHB is the most thoroughly investigated member of the PHA family and it has been demonstrated to have good biocompatibility to adrenocortical
cells [16], osteoblasts, epithelial cells [17], fibroblasts,
endothelium cells and isolated hepatocytes [18]. However, the high brittleness and low degradation have limited its application. The copolymer of 3-hydroxybutyrate
(3-HB) and 3-hydroxyvalerate (3-HV), PHBV is another
family member of PHAs. PHBV fibers promoted re-epithelialization [19]. Combined with some chemical cues,
the microtopographies of PHBV changed and resulted in
improvement of osseointegration [20]. PHBHHx is another family member of PHA which is considered as a
very promising tissue engineering material with adjustable mechanical properties, biocompatibility and biodegradability [14]. In comparison with PHB and PHBV,
PHBHHx has superior physical and mechanical properties. The lower melting point and the presence of middle-chain-length monomer, 3-hydroxyhexanoate (3-HHx)
fraction insure it to have a higher flexibility and better
impact strength [21]. In addition, PHBHHx has better
biocompatibility with smooth muscle cells [22], fibroblasts [23], rabbit articular cartilage-derived chondrocytes [24], osteoblasts [25], bone marrow cells [26], and
neural stem cells [27]. Poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate-co-3-hydroxyhexanoate) (PHBVHHx) is a
new member of PHA family which consisting of 3-HB,
3-HV and 3-HHx. PHBVHHx (containing 5.3 mol% HV
and 10.2 mol% HHx) can be cast into a highly flexible
film [28] due to its improved mechanical properties over
PHB and PHBHHx. In addition, it has a rougher surface
and a higher hydrophobicity than PHBHHx. There is a
published data showed that human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) adhered better on PHBVHHx
(containing 3.9 mol% HV and 13.4 mol% HHx) films
than PHBHHx films, and undertook osteogenic differentiation preferably [29]. More details about the application
of polyhydroxyalkanoates as tissue engineering materials
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

have been reviewed by Chen [14].
Nevertheless, although PHAs have been demonstrated
to be biocompatible, biodegradable and nontoxic, and
have been applied for tissue engineering, there were still
some properties needed to be elevated before apply them
in neural regeneration. For example, poor hydrophilic
property of PHA [30,31] dramatically reduced the cell
attachment and resulted in the less efficiency of cell replacement. Since PHAs were native polymers whose
thermal and mechanical properties could be adjusted
from thermoplastic to elastomeric depending on various
compositions of their monomeric components. Many
approaches including blending with other materials, and
physico-chemical and biological modification have been
undertaken to adjust the mechanical characters and/or
biocompatibility of PHA for the purpose of better biocompatibility.

3. APPROACHES HAVE BEEN
UNDERTAKEN TO IMPROVE THE
HYDROPHILIC PROPERTIES OF PHA
In general, hydrophilicity strongly influences cell attachment to a material. The higher the hydrophilicity of a
material surface, the stronger the cells attached [30]. As a
hydrophobic polymer material, poor hydrophilic property
of PHA hinders its extensive usage in medical application. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the hydrophilic
property of PHA to meet rigorous tissue engineering requirement. Some of the useful approaches in improving
hydrophilic properties of PHB and PHBHHx were listed
as below (Table 1).
Surface treatment is a possible and effective way to
improve the hydrophilic property of PHAs. Different
strategies, including grafting technique [32], ultraviolet
treatment [33], plasma treatment [34] and surface hydrolysis [35], have been applied to improve the hydrophilicity of polymer materials. However, these techniques still have some disadvantages. For example,
grafting technique make the material surface very unstable because of the very weak interaction between bulk
polymer and the bioactive molecules [32]. The direct
ultraviolet radiation significantly reduces the mechanical
properties of polymer films and makes them very brittle
[33]. Even the treatment with plasma could only increase
the hydrophilicity of PHAs surface temporary and the
surface tends to revert to the untreated state shortly after
the treatment [34]. Alkali and lipase treatment have been
demonstrated to be very effective to improve the wetting
and adhesion property of polymer surface. NaOH, acts as
a hydrolysis catalyst and lipase is an enzyme specifically
acting on ester bonds of polyesters. Shen et al. have reported that NaOH treatment improved the surface hydrophilic property of PHA and enhanced its blood compatibility [31]. It also has been demonstrated that NaOH
OPEN ACCESS
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Table 1. Modification strategies attempting to improve the hydrophilic properties of PHA.
Material

Modification method

PHB

treated with lipase

transferred coralloid film surface into pore free (improved L929 cells growth)

coated with gelatin

(promoted adrenocortical cell grow and survive)

blending with PHBHHx
coated with PhaP-RGD
PHBHHx

1M NaOH
lipase treatment hyaluronic
acid (HA) coating
UV radiation
blending with gelatin
plasma treated and coated with
fibronectin
grafted by maleic anhydride
PhaP-RGD modification
PhaR-KQAGDV modification

Improved properties (effect)

[30,41]
[37]

decreased crystallinity, exposed more oxidized carbon atom on the surface (growth of
chondrocytes changed from spherical to flat)
e improved hydrophilicity, enhanced attachment of fibroblasts (improved L929 and
NIH/3T3 cell growth)
increased roughness, surface free energyand the polarity of the film (promoted
MC3T3-E1 cells attachment and proliferation)
increased hydrophilic and smoothness (lipase treatment increased L929 cells growth
and HA coating reduced L929 cell attachment and proliferation)
improved hydrophilic, but increased the brittleness and degradation of material
(increased L929 cells growth)
increased the surface porosity and tensile strength, decreased the crystallinity (benifical
for cell growth)
enhanced surface energy and hydrophilic (promoted HUVECs and SMCs growth)
improved hydrophilicity, more thermo-stable and formed whorl-like structure on the
surface (increased L929 cells and HMECs attachment and proliferation)
improved hydrophilicity, enhanced attachment of fibroblasts (improved L929 and
NIH/3T3 cell growth)
improved hydrophilicity, enhanced adhesion and proliferation of human vascular
smooth muscle cells

treatment could enhance the NSCs attachment to
PHBHHx film in author’s lab (data not published). Lipase treatment was even more effective than NaOH in
improving the biocompatibility of PHA and in enhancing
the growth of L929 cells on PHA films [30]. Taken together, surface modification is an effective strategy in
temporally improvement of hydrophilic property of
PHA.
Some other methods have also been recruited to improve the hydrophilic property of PHA, such as electrospinning [36], blending with other material [37] and
bio-modification with different proteins [38-40]. Lee’s
group from Korea fabricated PHBV as nanofibrous mats
by electrospinning and chondrocytes derived from rabbit
ear were cultured on a PHBV cast film and an electrospun PHBV nano-fibrous mat. Their results showed that
on the surface of the electrospun PHBV fabric, more
chondrocytes were attached and appeared to have a much
greater spreaded morphology than did that of the flat
PHBV cast film in the early culture stage. They concluded that electrospun PHBV nanofabric provides an
attractive structure for the attachment and growth of
chondrocytes as cell culture surfaces [36]. Wang and his
colleagues from China showed that gelatin blending increased the surface porosity and decreased the crystallinity of PHBHHx that consequently benefited the cell
growth. They also suggested that 10% gelatin blending
had less disruption to PHBHHx spatial structure and resulting in better tensile mechanical properties. All these
indicated that gelatin incorporation may improve the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Ref.

[42]
[40]
[43]
[44]
[33]
[37]
[45]
[46]
[40]
[38]

performances of PHBHHx to meet the need of different
situations during medical implantation [37]. Recently,
bio-modification of PHA turned to be a rising star in this
field that was very promising to improve the wetting and
adhesion property of polymer surface. Several amphiphilic proteins, including PHA repressor protein (PhaR)
[38] and PHA granule-associated proteins PhaP [39,40]
were applied to develop bio-modified PHA. PhaP and
PhaP fusion proteins were able to absorb onto the surface
of both natural PHA material and some other artificial
hydrophobic materials via hydrophobic interaction. Thus,
any functionalized peptide that fused with PhaP could be
immobilized on the surface of PHA. Coating with PhaPRGD dramatically increased the surface hydrophilicity of
PHBHHx, as well as the attachment of fibroblasts [40].
The attachment, cell proliferations and in vitro differentiation of human bone marrow MSCs were also remarkably enhanced in PhaP-RGD modified PHBHHx scaffold
[39].

4. PHAS MEDIATED NEURAL
REGENERATION
Neural regeneration has received a great deal of attention
in both medical and bio-material areas recently. Over the
past few decades, many strategies have been attempted to
enhance neural regeneration. Unfortunately, none of
them has been demonstrated is clinically efficient. Tissue
engineering has evolved a new perspective on the current
neural regeneration technology [47]. Many possibilities
to tailor-made PHA for medical implant applications
OPEN ACCESS
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have shown that this class of material has a bright future
as tissue engineering material. In addition, the main degradation product of PHA, 3-HB, has very promising effect in promoting the viability and proliferation of various types of cells, such as osteoblasts, fibroblasts and
glial cells, and inhibiting cell apoptosis via triggering the
inwards calcium current [48-50]. Our unpublished data
also suggested that 3-HB could promote the survival and
neuronal differentiation of NSCs and NPCs. This property made the biodegradable PHA that containing 3-HB
become even more attractive for tissue engineering applications. Many members of PHA family, like PHB,
PHBHHx, PHBVHHx, have already been attempted for
neural regeneration.

4.1. PHAs Used for Nerve Regeneration in
Peripheral Nervous System
Peripheral nervous system (PNS) injuries are very common in clinical practice and often lead to permanent
disability [51-54]. PNS injury results in partial or total
loss of motor, sensory and autonomic functions conveyed
by the lesioned nerves to the denervated segments of the
body, the interruption of axons continuity, degeneration
of nerve fibers distal to the lesion and eventual death of
axotomized neurons. After peripheral nerve injuries, the
capability of severed axons to regenerate and recover
functional connections is dependent on several factors,
such as the age of the subject, the nerve trunk affected,
the site and type of lesion, and the distance over which
axons must regrow to span the injury. It is generally considered that in humans, for nerve gaps of less than 2 cm,
neurological recovery is moderate, but for gaps longer
than 4 cm, recovery is minimal to non-existent [55]. Although surgical methods include allograft, autologous
and allogenous organs or tissues including blood vessels
and skeletal muscles have been investigated, few successes have been achieved so far.
By applying the principles across the fields of bioengineering, material science and life sciences, tissue engineering appeared to be an effective method for nerve
repair. The ideal material for neural regeneration should
be biodegradable and must exhibit good biocompatibility
with extremely low inflamematory, immunogenic, and
cytotoxic responses. In addition, it will be desirable if the
conduit presents a porous wall that mimics the size scales
of fibers composing the extracellular matrix (ECM) of
native tissue and organs, being permeable to the entry of
nutrients into the conduit lumen but presenting the necessary barrier to prevent the infiltration of unwanted tissues into the conduit from outside [56].
Compared with the nonbiodegradable and nonpermeable biomaterial tubular silicone prostheses, which has
already been used to bridge gaps between severed nerve
stumps, PHAs meet almost all the requirements and
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

could be a good candidate to be used as supporting material in nerve regeneration. Some members of PHA have
already been applied for repairing of PNS injury (Table
2).
PHB is the first reported member of PHAs. A nonwoven PHB sheet has been used as a wrap to repair transected superficial radial nerves in cats [57,58]. The axonal regeneration was demonstrated to be comparable
with closure with an epineural suture for a nerve gap of 2 3 mm and the inflammatory response was normal. PHB
and PHBHHx conduits have also been reported to bridge
an irreducible gap up to 10 mm in rat sciatic nerve where
good regeneration and biocompatibility have achieved
[59]. The rate and amount of regeneration in the PHB
conduit did not fully match the autologous nerve graft
but it demonstrated good axonal regeneration with low
level of inflammatory infiltration, which is desirable to
prevent adhesions to surrounding structures. The difference of the rate and amount of axonal regeneration between PHB conduits group and nerve grafts group was
considered to due to the cellular elements inherently
present in nerve grafts, such as neurotrophic factors synthesized by de-differentiated Schwann cells. Thus it was
speculated that the level of regeneration in a PHB conduit may be further improved by the addition of growth
factors. Mohanna et al. developed a novel artificial nerve
guide composed of PHB filled with glial growth factor
(GGF) and evaluated the long nerve gap repairs effect
assisted by GGF containing PHB conduit or empty PHB
conduit in a 2 - 4 cm rabbit peroneal nerve injury model.
The quantity of Schwann cell regeneration was significantly greater in the GGF grafts and the addition of GGF
also significantly increased the quantity of axonal regeneration. However, the result of functional recovery is
similar to the autograft [60,61].
Recently, PHB was investigated as an alternative to
epineural suturing in the treatment of peripheral nerve
injuries at the wrist/forearm level of the arm in a randomised, assessor-blinded clinical study [62]. The results
demonstrated that PHB can be regarded as a safe alternative for microsurgical epineural suturing since no adverse
events or complications considered as product related
were found. The sensory recovery and parts of the manual muscle test suggested that treating with PHB may be
advantageous as compared to epineural suturing. However, based on the small amount of patients (twelve patients) involved in the study, the results should be confirmed by further large-scale efficacy studies.
PHBHHx was also investigated for possible application in PNS regeneration, which was fabricated to conduits with uniform wall porosity and non-uniform wall
porosity and was applied to bridge the 10 mm defects in
the sciatic nerve of Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats [63].
PHBHHx conduits showed good permeability to glucose,
OPEN ACCESS
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Table 2. Strategies used for neural regeneration in PNS.
Material

Neural injury

Strategy

Effect

Ref.

long peroneal nerve gap

PHB filled with glia growth factor
(GGF) suspended in alginate hydrogel

GGF stimulates a progressive regeneration

[60]

transected superficial radial
nerves

PHB sheets

comparable with closure with an epineural
suture

[57]

bilaterally sectioned
superficial radial nerves

PHB sheets

similar with epineurally suturing of the nerve

[58]

resected in rat sciatic nerve

PHB conduits

comparable with autografts

[59]

long nerve gaps (up to 4 cm)
in rabbits’ peroneal nerve

PHB conduits

support axonal regeneration across long nerve
gaps

[61]

PHBHHx

10 mm defects in sciatic
nerve

porous PHBHHx conduits

performed similar to the autograft

[63]

PHBHHx
PHBVHHx

nerve injury

PHA scaffolds seeded with hBMSC

promoted cell adnesion proliferation and
differentiation

[64]

PHB

lysozyme and bovine serum albumin, indicating the
suitability of the conduits for free exchanges of nutrients.
The conduits with non-uniform wall porosity showed
better mechanical properties over those of conduits with
uniform wall porosity. The 10 mm gap removed by surgery was found to have been bridged by the regenerated
tissue 1 month after the implantation and regenerated
myelinated fibers could be observed in both nerve conduits. Nerve fibers grew better in conduits with non-uni
form wall porosity, and the regenerated nerves had a
similar structure to the autograft controls. The average
diameter of the muscle fibers of conduits with non-uniform wall porosity was much larger than that of the conduits with uniform wall porosity, suggesting a faster
nerve functional recovery and mitigated atrophy of rat
gastrocnemius muscle in the conduits with non-uniform
wall porosity. The functional recovery of the conduits
with non-uniform wall porosity performed similar to the
autograft controls and better than the conduits with uniform wall porosity did. The conduits with uniform wall
porosity and the conduits with non-uniform wall porosity
lost 24% and 20% of their original weight average molecular weights, respectively, indicating a significant in
vivo degradation of the polymer conduits.
PHBVHHx scaffolds with different pore size have also
been used to repair nerve injury with hBMSC. Efforts
have been made to alter the pore sizes. PHBVHHx scaffolds with pore size between 30 - 60 μm might be useful
in nerve tissue engineering as it could induce the hBMSC
to differentiate into nerve cells and also enhance the cell
proliferation in a certain level [64]. Therefore, PHAs
have best satisfied the requisites for PNS regeneration
due to the better conducting of nerve growth.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

4.2. PHAs Used for Neural Regeneration in the
Central Nervous System
Central nervous system (CNS) injuries, such as traumatic
brain injury (TBI), spinal cord injury (SCI) and stroke,
can be devastating to the injured person and his/her family. It is estimated that spinal cord injuries alone affect
10,000 each year. Damage to CNS occurs not only in the
axons or dendrites but also the cell body. The consequences of injury are not just a break in communication
between healthy neurons, but a cascade of events that
can lead to neuronal degeneration and cell death. The
CNS has little ability to regenerate and repair damaged
neurons due to the lack of proliferative Schwann cells.
Furthermore, neurons are unable to regenerate correct
axonal and dendritic connections. Therefore both the
conduit of nerve growth and complementing enough
number of neural cells with proper phenotypes should be
equally concerned for CNS neural regeneration.
Currently, many kinds of cells, such as Schwann cells
[65], olfactory ensheathing cells [66] and bone marrow
stromal cells [67], especially the mother cells of nervous
system-NSCs, have been transplanted attempting to repair the damage of CNS in the last few decades, and the
supportive environment has been modified to produce
extracellular matrix molecules, integrins and trophic
factors. However, it is still very hard to promote grafted
cells survival and proliferation in situ, and further control
those cells to differentiate into proper phenotypes. Moreover, in many cases, it is also necessary to bridge grafts
by providing a physical substrate for directed axonal
growth across the lesion gap and to allow axons to
re-enter the host tissue in the appropriate location. Thus,
challenges are there and optimized condition or techOPEN ACCESS
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niques are needed.
As we described above, tissue engineering has revolutionized the current neural regeneration technology and a
subfield of neural tissue engineering is becoming a pioneering interdisciplinary field dedicated to the discovery
of new ways to recover nerve functionality after injury.
Neural regeneration in CNS is different from that in the
PNS. An ideal biomaterial for stimulating CNS regeneration should mimic the mechanical properties, physical
dimensions and electrical conductivity of native axons. It
must have sufficient biocompatibility for successful brain
implantation and must limit glial scar formation so that
tissue functionality can be maximized. Several types of
materials, such as hydrogel [68,69], collagen [70], Poly
(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) [71], Polysialic acid (PSA)
[72], and PHAs, have been applied for conducting the
nerve growth in CNS neural regeneration. In comparison
with other materials, the biodegradable PHAs have
shown a superior performance. They not only could offer
mechanical support for axon growth, but also have a
good interaction with the seeded cells therefore enhance
the functional recovery (Table 3).
PHB scaffold combined with Schwann cells has been
used to repair the spinal cord injury. During transplantation, adult Schwann cells suspension was added to the
PHB, 4 weeks after, PHB conduit was well-integrated
into posttraumatic cavity, and the neurofilament-positive
axons filled the conduit and became associated with the
implanted cells [73]. PHB fibers coated with alginate
hydrogel and fibronectin was used as carrier scaffold for
matrix components. After implanted into the lesion cavity, cell loss significantly reduced and a rescuing effect
similar to the treatment with BDNF or NT-3 was obtained. Combining PHB fibers with neonatal Schwann
cells, the therapeutic effect was even better as the regenerating axons were seen to enter the graft from both ends
and to extend along its entire length [74]. PHBV microspheres containing alginate hydrogel served as 3-dimensional cell carrier for various types of nerve cells has

been proved are suitable scaffolds for neural tissue engineering. They supported the adhesion, growth, proliferation and differentiation of neuro2a neuroblastoma cells
and fetal cortical neurons. In addition, the primary neurons were found to extend neurites on PHBV microspheres, indicating that PHBV enhanced the neuronal
maturation and promoted greater axon-dendrite segregation [75]. An emerging star in PHAs family, PHBHHx,
has also been demonstrated to have superior compatibility with NSCs and NPCs. PHBHHx nanofiber scaffolds,
structurally similar to natural ECM, supported the attachment and survival of NSCs and NPCs. In comparison
with other members of PHAs like PHB and PHB4HB,
three dimensional PHBHHx nanofiber matrices appeared
to be more suitable in promoting neuronal differentiation
and synaptogenesis of NSCs and NPCs in vitro. It therefore could be a very promising biomaterial for CNS regeneration [27]. Our unpublished data also shown that
the stemness of NSCs and NPCs, in terms of proliferation and multiple differentiations, were well maintained
on alkali treated PHBHHx films in a modified culture
system. This makes it possible to obtain enough number
of transplantable progenitor cells that are essential for
functional recovery. In addition, our in vivo observation
shown that there is no severe glial scar formed after implanting the PHBHHx-NSCs/NPCs complex into TBI rat
brain. It suggested that implanting PHBHHx-NSCs/NPCs
complex might be able to promote the neurites extension
and functional recovery. Combined all these data together, it points that, in comparison with other materials,
PHAs might be a better choice for CNS regeneration due
to its higher bio-compatibility with NSCs.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVE OF PHAs IN NEURAL
REGENERATION
Up to now, the functional recovery after neural injury is
still hindered by a lack of knowledge of target cells dif-

Table 3. Members of PHAs used for neural regeneration in CNS.
Material

Neural injury

Strategy

Effect

Ref

PHB

cervical spinal cord injury

PHB scaffolf seeded with Schwann cells

increased cell proliferation
and axonal regeneration

[73]

PHB

spinal cord injury

PHB scalffold containing alginate hydrogel,
fibronectin served as a carrier for Schwann
cells

enhanced the neuronal
survival and regeneration

[74]

PHBV

neurodegenerative diseases &
traumatic injuries

PHBV microsphere was used as suppoting
scaffold

PHB & P3HB4HB

central nervous system injury

PHA nanofiber scaffolds seeded with neural
stem cells (NSCs)

supported PC12, NPCs
neurons and promoted
greateraxon-dendrite
segregation
promoted NSC growth and
differentiation

PHBHHx & PHA

pathological injury

rCGNs seeded on electrospun PHA film

promoted cell viability

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

[75]

[27]
[76]
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ferentiation and neural network construction. With combined efforts of scientists and engineers from a variety of
disciplines, experimental work in this field has made a
great progress. Several successful studies both in vitro
and in vivo have clearly demonstrated that neural tissue
engineering displayed a very promising blueprint for
neural regeneration. Among the several kinds of biomaterials, the biodegradable and biocompatible materials,
like PHAs, might be an ideal candidate that could be
used to induce target cell differentiation, conduit nerve
extension as well as offer mechanical support. The existed data had shown that some members of PHAs facilitated neural regeneration after a certain modification.
However, no single material is enough to improve the
properties for neural regeneration yet. Same materials in
different spatial structure also have different influence on
the behavior of seeded cells. Hence, the fields of both
approaches for improving the properties of PHA and the
strategies for neural regeneration are still wide open to
get the most appropriate way for effective neural regeneration in vivo. Combining NSCs and NPCs with the
neurotrophic factors coated PHBHHx films to treat
ischemic brain damage are currently ongoing in author’s
laboratory. Our preliminary data has shown that a greater
number of NSCs and NPCs survived and preferably differentiated into neurons when cultured on top of coated
films. Further observation in regarding the effect in vivo
and the mechanisms is required. In summary, surface/
structure modified PHAs combined with bio-functionalization should be a promising strategy to develop the
novel scaffold for neural regeneration/nerve tissue engineering.
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